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Glacier bay toilets manual n2316

□ turn the toilet bowl (B) upside down on the surface of the towel or cushion. While the round (tapeed) end of the wax ring (CC) is facing the toilet, the wax ring (CC) tightly presses the wax ring (CC) to attach the bowl (B □) to the bowl, and place the toilet flange (B) in the toilet flange (1) and place the bottom bolt (AA) in
the bottom bolt (AA) through the toilet through the barlu (AA). Press the toilet bowl□ place the plastic disc (DD) on the bottom bolt (AA), at the back of the toilet (B), Point 'this side' on top of the bottom bolt□ tighten the bottom bolt wing nut (EE) to secure the position of the plastic disc (DD) on the bottom bolt.□ the bolt cap
cover (FF) is placed on the bottom bolt (AA) □ rubber-sealed gas Attach the kit (KK) to the central drain holeand gently □ place the tank (A) bolt (II) bolt (II) protrudes into the toilet bowl (B) with the bolt (II) protruding □. Put the wing nut (MM) in the II and the tank (A) to sufficiently join the wing nut (MM) □ to lay the toilet
bowl (B) flat. Make sure the tank (A) is parallel to the wall and straight to the toilet seat (B). Caution: Do not overtighten the nuts. Serious Damage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 This website or third-party tool uses cookies necessary to achieve the purposes described in the Cookie Policy. Please refer to the cookie policy to further
understand or withdraw your consent to all or part of cookies. If you close this banner, scroll through this page, click a link, or continue to navigate otherwise, you agree to use cookies. □ turn the toilet bowl (B) upside down on the surface of the towel or cushion. While the round (tapeed) end of the wax ring (CC) is facing
the toilet, the wax ring (CC) tightly presses the wax ring (CC) to attach the bowl (B □) to the bowl, and place the toilet flange (B) in the toilet flange (1) and place the bottom bolt (AA) in the bottom bolt (AA) through the toilet through the barlu (AA). Press the toilet bowl□ place the plastic disc (DD) on the bottom bolt (AA), at
the back of the toilet (B), Point 'this side' on top of the bottom bolt□ tighten the bottom bolt wing nut (EE) to secure the position of the plastic disc (DD) on the bottom bolt.□ the bolt cap cover (FF) is placed on the bottom bolt (AA) □ rubber-sealed gas Attach the kit (KK) to the central drain holeand gently □ place the tank
(A) bolt (II) bolt (II) protrudes into the toilet bowl (B) with the bolt (II) protruding □. Put the wing nut (MM) in the II and the tank (A) to sufficiently join the wing nut (MM) □ to lay the toilet bowl (B) flat. Make sure the tank (A) is parallel Straight with the right wall on the toilet (B). Caution: Do not overtighten the nuts. Serious



Damage 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 This website or third-party tool uses cookies necessary to achieve the purposes described in the Cookie Policy. Please refer to the cookie policy to further understand or withdraw your consent to all or part of cookies. If you close this banner, scroll through this page, click a link, or continue to
navigate otherwise, you agree to use cookies. The contents of table 1 2 3 4 4 6 7 8 9 10 This website or third party tool is required for the functioning of the cookie policy and uses cookies necessary to achieve the purposes described in the cookie policy. Please refer to the cookie policy to further understand or withdraw
your consent to all or part of cookies. If you close this banner, scroll through this page, click a link, or continue to navigate otherwise, you agree to use cookies. Thank you for the trust and confidence you have placed in Glacier Bay by purchasing this toilet. We are constantly striving to make quality products designed to
enhance your home. Visit us online to see the full line of products available for your home improvement needs. Thank you for choosing Glazy Bay! High efficiency long dual flush toilet question, problem, missing parts? Call Hello JTBax from 8am to 6pm, EST, Monday-Friday before returning to the store! Maximizing the
water level of the toilet is a relatively simple task: 1) the toilet trap under the toilet ... Upside-down U. Fill u upside down until it flows through the middle point of u and drain, somewhat like flowing from the tank into a bowl of upside down water... Record the red arrow of the overflow point. 2) Inside the tank there is a level
adjustment that is commonly found in float valves. When the float valve opens, the water goes two places... It fills the tank and also fills traps. When adjusting the higher level inside the tank, the water also fills higher traps towards the overflow point, and the water level of the bowl is consequently higher. In short: Raising
the tank's water level also increases the level of the bowl. Follow up with additional questions. Question.
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